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Veneer sheets are patched with precision and speed
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THE VENEER PATCHING LINE R7
DOUBLES PATCHING CAPACITY AND
REDUCES LABOR REQUIREMENTS
AT RICHMOND PLYWOOD, CANADA
As one of the largest plywood producers in North America, Richmond
Plywood (Richply) has remained steadfast on the banks of British
Columbia’s Fraser River. Peeling an average of 500,000 cubic meters
of logs annually, Richply offers a full range of softwood plywood. This
includes almost everything from sheathing to high-end specialty panels.
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See the automatic Veneer Patching Line R7 in action at Richmond Plywood

Richply had installed a first generation P1 Patchman successfully 8 years ago.
However, their diverse customer base needed high quality sheets, and it was
crucial to increase patching capacity to meet demand. They also needed to address
declining labor interest in operating the machine. The Veneer Patching Line
R7 offered a solution that would address both issues, as well as optimizing the
production line to stay competitive.

“

They were instantly in touch
when the R7 Series Line was
available
says Gurnam Minhas, Chairman of Richply.

The concept was already proven
and they guaranteed it would
double our current patching
capacity. As an added bonus, it
reduced operator requirements.
Strip feeder brings new material for defect repairing
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The R7 Series line was installed
in 2016 and has been exceeding
capacity guarantees ever since. It is
the highest capacity patching line
in North America. It is automated
with G5 enabled technology, and
has the most accurate color camera
detection system and motion control
available today. “The advantages
over the P1 were abundantly clear,”
says Minhas. “It moves with precision
and speed. Without the need for
multiple operators, the cost savings
are significant. Raute is like extended
family. This is not just business, it’s a
long-term relationship,” says Minhas.

Raute Veneer Visual
Analyzer R7 – Patching
identifies veneer defects
for patching

“

Raute is like extended family.
This is not just business, it’s a long-term relationship
Gurnam Minhas, Chairman of Richply
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